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ABSTRACT 

Organizations face several challenges by environment which is usually characterized by 

changing needs of the customers, rough competition, speed of technological changes, dynamism, 

complexity etc. Firms rethink about their strategies and involve them in innovation continuously 

to strengthen their competitive advantage and performance. In this particular perspective, the 

current paper seeks the need of the firms to deal with the paradoxical innovation strategies that 

have been based on exploration of the new skills or exploitation of their existing ones. The paper 

concludes presenting a proposed theory based on the available literature suggesting when the 

organizations need to involve in exploiting their existing capabilities and at the same time 

exploring the new ones under specific set of conditions. Future research may test the theory 

presented in the following paper to provide empirical support to the paper. 
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INTRODUCTION 

It is an admitted fact that organizations face several challenges by environment which is 

usually characterized by changing needs of the customers, rough competition, speed of 

technological changes, dynamism, complexity and much more (Berraies & Bichini, 2019; Tian et 

al., 2020). In response to these changes, firms have to rethink about their strategies and involve 

them in innovation continuously to strengthen their competitive advantage and performance 

(Drucker, 1986; Berraies & Bichini, 2019). In this particular perspective, the firms need to deal 

with the paradoxical innovation strategies that have been based on exploration of the new skills 

or exploitation of their existing ones (Benner & Tushman, 2003; Berraies & Bichini, 2019; 

Jansen et al., 2005; March, 1991; Tian et al., 2020). Literature has largely suggested on the need 

for organizations to involve in exploiting their existing capabilities and at the same time 

exploring the new ones (Benner & Tushman, 2003; Berraies & Bichini, 2019).  
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Organizational scholars have been laying stress on capabilities of firms to keep a balance 

between exploration and exploitation to ensure long term firm survival (Benner & Tushman, 

2003; Berraies & Bichini, 2019). Similarly, other researches have been highlighting the need to 

overcome the tension between exploitation and exploration competing for the limited resources, 

by searching for synergy to improve the financial performance (Berraies & Bichini, 2019; Lavie 

et al., 2010). There are studies that have supported the idea of firm to be ambidextrous by 

simultaneously developing exploitation and exploration skills (Benner & Tushman, 2003, 

Berraies & Bichini, 2019; Lavie et al., 2010; Schamberger et al., 2013). 

With the increasing environmental changes and competition, researchers have been 

attempting to address the issue of maintaining a balance between exploration and exploitation 

from different perspectives (Almahendra & Ambos, 2015). Scholars have been laying stress on 

firms to simultaneously perform the conflicting concepts of exploitation and exploration (March, 

1991; Berraies & Bichini, 2019). 

Following the seminal work of March 1991, scholars have developed several definitions, 

concepts and applications in rejuvenating the concepts of exploration and exploitation. While 

studying the exploration and exploitation, little attention has been paid on providing empirical 

evidence to examine the patterns connected on when to be exploring and when to be exploiting 

the resources (Berraies & Bichini, 2019). The current study is an attempt to provide empirical 

evidence about when firms should be involves in exploring the resources and when to exploit the 

resources.  

Exploration includes the terms such as variation, search, risk, play, experimentation, 

innovation, discovery, and flexibility (March, 1991; Berraies & Bichini, 2019) on the other hand, 

exploitation includes issues such as choice, refinement, efficiency, production, selection, and 

implementation followed by execution (March, 1991; Berraies & Bichini, 2019). Researches on 

exploration and exploitation have been receiving huge attention during the last two decades, 

however these studies have not reached to a mutual consensus of when to explore and when to 

exploit. Almahendra & Ambos (2015), Berraies & Bichini, (2019), Benner & Tushman (2002), 

are some of the articles examining the theoretical extensions to provide empirical support to the 

March’s model. 

When firms involve them in exploration and exploitation they basically drive them 

towards exploration knowledge search and exploitative knowledge search.  Explorative 

knowledge search is defined as the knowledge that is characterized by searching, experimenting, 

risk taking, and flexibility etc. (Almahendra & Ambos, 2015; March, 1991; Tian et al., 2020). 

Exploratory knowledge search leads to exploratory learning characterized by the same i.e. 

experiences, experimentation, risk taking, flexibility etc. (Levinthal & March, 1993; Tian et al., 

2020). Moreover, exploratory learning is about acquisition of knowledge (Lane et al., 2006). 

Firms invest in exploration based on the investment in resources with the aim of learning new 

skills, processes, and knowledge to adapt to the environmental changes in long run (March, 

1991; Tian et al., 2020). Therefore organizations adopt the exploratory knowledge search 

beginning with recognizing the useful resources and scanning the organizational environment. 

The same set of processes lead to exploratory innovation constituting the broader content i.e. 

new products and services, development of new technologies, creation of news plans and 

managerial systems and procedures (Damanpour, 1996; Li et al., 2010). Exploratory innovations 
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are innovations designed to pursue the emerging probabilities (March, 1991; Li et al., 2010). 

These innovations gain new knowledge and move away from existing knowledge (Benner & 

Tushman, 2002; Jansen et al., 2005; Levinthal & March, 1993; Li et al., 2010). Overall these 

exploratory innovations enhance the competitive power and enhance the future income (March, 

1991; Li et al., 2010). 

On the other hand, when it is about exploitative learning the firms keep their focus on the 

existing knowledge and capabilities. It is all about reutilization, elaboration, and refinement of 

the existing organizational capabilities that were earlier discovered during the exploration phase 

(Holmqvist, 2003; Ojha et al., 2018). Competence of the exploitative learning is concerned with 

the investment that firms make in refining as well as extending their existing knowledge, 

procedures and skills (March, 1991; Tian et al., 2020). This type of learning aims at 

synchronization of the organizational knowledge and market demands based on the previous 

experience of the firms (Lenox & King, 2004; Rothaermel & Deeds, 2004; Tian et al., 2020).  

Exploitative leaning enables the firms to strengthen their existing capabilities to innovate 

the products competing in the short term market favorably (March, 1991). Exploitative learning 

leads firms to exploitative innovations which are incremental innovations designed to improve 

the current situation of the firms (March, 1991; Li et al., 2010). These innovations improve the 

established firm designs, broaden the existing skills as well as knowledge, enhance the existing 

product lines, and improve the efficiency of existing supply chain and distribution channels and 

better services for the existing target market (Benner & Tushman, 2003; Jansen et al., 2005; Li et 

al., 2010). Exploitive innovations are usually built on the existing organizational knowledge and 

tend to refine, integrate, reinforce, and enhance the same (Benner & Tushman, 2002; Levinthal 

& March, 1993; Li et al., 2010). In short, these innovations improve the efficiency of the firms in 

short terms and enhance the current income of an organization (March, 1991; Li et al., 2010). 

Exploitative innovations and explorative innovations improve the firm performance in 

several aspects. Exploitative innovation enhances the competitive power in short run and 

enhances the current income while exploratory innovation improves the competitive power in 

long run adding to the future income (March, 1991; Li et al., 2010). Several researches have 

concluded that there is a strong link between the explorative and exploitative innovation 

strategies and firm performance (Sanal et al., 2013).  

The strategic choices for exploitation and exploration compete for the scarce resources of 

a firm, leading to the need to manage the tradeoff between the exploitation of the existing 

resources and exploration of the new ones (Almahendra & Ambos, 2015; Berraies & Bichini, 

2019). Going through strategic management literature, it has been observed that scholars have 

been looking to see what drives the strategic choices of the firms (Nadkarni & Barr, 2008; Li & 

Wang, 2019). Multiple perspectives have been there however the industry structure along with 

the organizational features has been the most dominant ones. The industry structure refers to the 

environmental conditions such as dynamism, complexity, scarcity of resources, competition etc. 

while organizational features posit the organizational routines and their knowledge bases that are 

developed following certain trajectories affecting the ability of an organization in analyzing and 

processing its internal as well as external environment (Li & Wang, 2019).  

To be specific, organizations have to make choices of managing the strategic dualities i.e. 

exploitation versus exploration based activities in a certain complex organizational environment 
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(Li & Wang, 2019). Scholars have suggested that strategic choice to be made between 

exploration and exploitation needs to be contextualized following the internal and external 

contingency factors (D’souza et al., 2017). Researches have debated if firms must explore or 

exploit in a dynamic environment (D’souza et al., 2017; Jansen et al., 2005; Li & Wang, 2019). 

It has been concluded that firms look forward to exploit their resources and refrain from 

exploring the resources in uncertain conditions and dynamic environments (Li & Wang, 2019).  

Strategic choice: This is to choose the strategy to gain competitive advantage and exploit 

the opportunities an organization has (Barney & Hesterly, 2010). The successful organizations 

are the ones that ensure strategy complementing the organizational environment and support the 

strategy with the appropriate management process (Andrews et al., 2008). Yamakawa et al. 

(2011) studied organizational learning approach of information processing and strategic choice 

and discussed the March’s exploitation and exploration applied to the strategic options 

configuration.  

The strategy helps organizations to position them in the competitive and rival 

environment, and the way it uses the limited and varied information interpretation for the 

competitive advantage of the company. It also builds capability of the organization to excel the 

execution as well as to keep the information open and ensure appropriate information sharing. 

Since strategy is an ongoing process, such as to ensure superior achievement in competitive 

environment, it also includes productive activities cross the organizations (Thompson et al., 

2018).  

Hence, company makes use of fit and alignment to be competitive by learning and adapt 

to the ever changing environment, following the information processing, which requires 

organizations to process external as well as internal information acquisition, interpretation, 

information distribution and retaining the information in to the organizational knowledge. 

Strategic choices followed by organizational learning are about exploiting the organization’s best 

experiences and from others, and also exploring the changing environment of the organization. 

When management has no control over the environmental factors causing lowered 

strategic choice, they tend to defend their cost of products (Lawless & Finch, 1989; Miles et al., 

1978). They simple adapt following the conditions in front of them. Organizations in these 

circumstances tend to exploit other than exploring new avenues (Holmqvist, 2003; Ojha et al., 

2018).  

When environment is turbulent and determinism and choice both is high organizations 

have wide choices to make, and can develop strategies affecting their overall outcomes. At the 

same time on the other hand, external environment put certain options beyond organizational 

control. Hence organizations adapt by choice keeping within the external constraints imposed on 

them. The organizations move towards more exploration than exploitation (Ojha et al., 2018).   

When environmental determinism is low and strategic choice is high, organizations under 

these circumstances have easy access to the resources and they play openly. They adopt 

differentiation strategies and offer unique products to their niches, after investing in research and 

development, they innovate their products. In other words, organizations in such circumstances 

invest in explorative knowledge search to offer explorative innovation to their products (Ojha et 

al., 2018). 
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When both the strategic choice and environmental determinism are low, these are placid 

environments where there are threats or constraints to firms. Similarly managerial choice is low 

and organizations exert little emphasis on their positions. They tend to explore the options in 

their environments and tend to find the fit. Hence organizations in this quadrant again move 

towards more exploration through explorative knowledge search rather than exploitation (Ojha et 

al., 2018). 

Hence strategic choice is all about maintaining an important fit between the organization 

and its environment, aligning internal organizational resources and the external dynamic 

environment (Barney & Hesterly, 2010; Ojha et al., 2018; Prasetya, 2017). 

Munificence, dynamism and complexity are known as significant dimensions of the 

environment that affect the organizational strategy (Aldrich, 1979; Chen et al., 2017; Meinhardt 

et al., 2018; Keats & Hitt, 1985; Pfeffer & Salanick, 1978). Munificence is the scarcity or slack 

of the environmental resources to support the growth (Chowdhury & Sheppard, 2013; Dess & 

Beard, 1984; Keats & Hitt, 1985, Sheppard & Chowdhury, 2020), dynamism is the change which 

can hardly be predicted, while complexity is the number of linkages that an organizations needs 

to manage its resources (Chowdhury & Sheppard, 2013; Dess & Beard, 1984; Lawless & Finch, 

1989; Sheppard & Chowdhury, 2020).  

Dynamism is a change that is hard to be predicted (Chowdhury & Sheppard, 2013; Dess 

& Beard, 1984; Lawless & Finch, 1989; Sheppard & Chowdhry, 2020). Situations where the firms 

are highly dependent on the environment for everything such as resources, pricing etc. require 

well defined responses. The firms consider it better to invest in existing competencies rather than 

spending on developing the new ones.  

In order to reduce the effects of dynamism; the firm’s segment homogenous elements of 

their external environment (Chowdhury & Sheppard, 2013; March & Simon, 1958). They tend to 

engage in more explorative organizational knowledge search as compared to the exploitative 

knowledge search leading to more explorative innovation and not exploitative innovation. Then 

there are situations where new entrants are attracted by munificence and hence cause enhanced 

dynamism (Aldrich, 1979; Chowdhury & Sheppard, 2013). This once again pushes the firms to 

exploit their existing set of capabilities rather than exploring the new ones. More an environment 

is complex; more firms will be dependent on each other (Lawless & Finch, 1989). Complexity 

increases with the increase in the number of competitors, supplies, and customers.  

Complexity is defined as the variety with which a firm interacts (Lawless & Finch, 1989). 

The larger the set of interaction, higher will be the complexity, for instance; new product, 

diversification or market activity (Chandler, 1962; Chowdhury & Sheppard, 2013). Moreover, 

complexity also increases with the increase in environmental density (Aldrich, 1979; Hrebiniak 

& Joyce, 1985). Competing firms which are concentrated will have complexity higher in nature 

as compared to the firms that are dispersed (Lawless & Finch, 1989). Aldrich (1979) proposed 

that increase in structural complexity creates the need for the strategic activities. 

Hence considering the changing external environmental conditions causing changes in 

the strategic choices that firms have in an industry, this study will try to find empirical evidence 

of when a firm should involve itself in exploring the resources and when to get involved in the 

exploitation of the resources. Literature has largely suggested that this balance can be maintained 

through organizational learning that which situations lead firms to explore and to exploit. 
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Therefore the current study will rely on organizational theory as a lens to find the answers to the 

underlying research questions. 

It is crucial for the firms to work in an unpredictable environment and to respond to the 

new situations quickly as compared to their competitors (Basten & Haamann, 2018). Under these 

circumstances organizational learning is one of the major sources of organizational knowledge to 

be developed to meet the changing requirements of the external environment (Basten & 

Haamann, 2018; Chiva et al., 2014). Moreover, organizational knowledge is seen as the 

management tasks focusing on the organizational learning is also perceived as one of the 

management tasks that focus on organizational strategic creation, capturing, and then 

internalization of knowledge (Basten & Haamann, 2018).  

Despite many theoretical recommendations on balancing the exploration and exploitation, 

there has been no consensus on any explanation in this regards, therefore the current paper tends 

to seek how to create the balance between exploration-exploitation which involves knowledge 

search/learning. It ultimately becomes imperative to look for mechanisms that may help firms to 

achieve this balance and relieve the paradoxical exploration-exploitation tension  

The current paper has analysed the effects of environmental determinism and strategic 

choices on organizational explorative and exploitative knowledge search. Also the study has 

examined the effect of organizational explorative and exploitative knowledge search on 

organizational innovation. In the end, the paper has examined whether the mediation of 

organizational knowledge search and explorative and exploitative innovation increase (decrease) 

the organizational strategic performance / financial performance based on available literature.  

Since current study seeks to define; how organizations learn and decide when to explore 

and when to exploit; makes organizational learning theory to be a perfect lens to study how one 

can maintain balance between these two activities i.e. exploration and exploitation, how 

organizations search knowledge and how performance is affected. 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

The ability to learn faster as compared to your competitors may be one and only 

sustainable competitive advantage (Andersen, 2016). It emphasized the vehemence compelling 

the management scholars and practitioners to react and appreciate the shifts around to get the 

work done successfully (Andersen, 2016). The process of grasping the changes around and 

behaving in order to complement it is called organizational learning (Fiol & Lyles, 1985; 

Swieringa & Wierdsma, 1992; Levitt & March, 1988; Wingrove, 2015).  

The current study is focused towards seeing how an organization can learn to create a 

balance between exploration and exploitation in a dynamic environment and where at times 

strategic choice is high and at other times very low. Successful organizations are the ones which 

learn to successfully create a balance between exploration and exploitation. This balance 

between exploration and exploitation involves knowledge search and learning (Almahendra & 

Ambos, 2015, Blaschke & Schoeneborn, 2006; Wilden et al., 2018).  

In organizational learning literature, the issue of creating a balance between exploration 

and exploitation has been exhibited in distinctions that have been there between refinement of 

the existing technology (exploitation) and invention of new ones (exploration) (Winter, 1971; 
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Levinthal & March, 1981; March, 1991). It is confirmed that explorations reduces the speed of 

improvement of existing skills (March, 1991). Similarly it is also admitted that continuous 

improvement of existing procedures (exploitation) makes experimentation lesser attractive 

(Levitt & March, 1988; March, 1991).  

The discussion about choice between exploration and exploitation has been mainly 

framed in terms of creating a balance between both the processes of variation and selection 

(Ashby & Ashby, 1960; Hannan & Freeman, 1987; March, 1991; Gupta et al., 2006; Lavie et al., 

2010; Hughes, 2018). The tradeoff between the exploration and exploitation exhibit certain 

specific features in the organizational learning context following which organizations adapt 

accordingly (Hughes, 2018). 

Organizational learning is defined as the process following which organization modify or 

change their rules, knowledge, procedures, and models to maintain as well as enhance their 

performance (Chiva et al., 2014; Basten & Haamann, 2018). Purpose of organizational learning 

is to adapt the organizational procedures via targeted activities (Templeton et al., 2002; Basten & 

Haamann, 2018).  

It is critical for the organizations that work in unpredictable environment so that they may 

respond to unforeseen situations quickly as compared to the competitors (Basten & Haamann, 

2018). Organizational learning is one of the sources of new organizational knowledge based on 

its nature of developing new perspectives (Basten & Haamann, 2018; Chiva et al., 2014).  

This gained significance keeping in view the dynamic changes and complexities in the 

business environment (Basten & Haamann, 2018; Loermans, 2002). Organizational learning is 

also perceived as one of the management tasks that focus on organizational strategic creation, 

capturing, and then internalization of knowledge (Basten & Haamann, 2018). Information 

management is needed for positive impact and enhanced performance (Basten & Haamann, 

2018; Chiva et al., 2014).  

The current study seeks to define; how organizations learn and decide when to explore 

and when to exploit; makes organizational learning theory to be a perfect lens to study how one 

can maintain balance between these two activities i.e. exploration and exploitation, how 

organizations search knowledge and how performance is affected. 

The current study interprets the organizational learning built on the following approaches 

that have been agreed upon by several authors, i.e. (i) survival of an organization depends on 

organizational ability to learn at a faster or same pace as there are changes in its environment 

(Burnes, 2009), (ii) learning must be collective and not an individual process (Burnes, 2009), (iii) 

by adopting organizational learning, an organization not learns to adapt appropriately and 

quickly to the changing circumstances but it changes where and if necessary (March, 1991),  (iv) 

learning does not occur across the levels and over the time, but it also causes tension between 

exploration and exploiting or using what has already been learnt Crossan et al. (1999). 

Hypotheses 

Environmental determinism is defined following the dimensions of environment 

specified by Dess & Beard (1984). They calculated three measures of environment i.e. 

munificence, dynamism, and complexity. Model of the current study has been adopted from 
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Hrebiniak & Joyce’s (1985) model which has the same conceptual foundations; therefore it 

supports the same set of operationalizing the environmental dimensions (Figure 1). 

 

FIGURE 1 

STRATEGIC CHOICE AND ENVIRONMENTAL DETERMINISM FRAMEWORK. 

REPRINTED FROM ORGANIZATIONAL ADAPTATION: STRATEGIC CHOICE 

AND ENVIRONMENTAL DETERMINISM. 

Munificence, dynamism and complexity are known as significant dimensions of the 

environment that affect the organizational strategy (Aldrich, 1979; Chen et al., 2017; Meinhardt 

et al., 2018; Keats & Hitt, 1985; Pfeffer & Salanick, 1978).  

Munificence is the scarcity or slack of the environmental resources to support the growth 

(Chowdhury & Sheppard, 2013; Dess & Beard, 1984; Keats & Hitt, 1985, Sheppard & Chowdhury, 

2020), dynamism is the change which can hardly be predicted, while complexity is the number of 

linkages that an organizations needs to manage its resources (Chowdhury & Sheppard, 2013; 

Dess & Beard, 1984; Lawless & Finch, 1989; Sheppard & Chowdhury, 2020). Hrebiniak & Joyce 

(1985) proposed that control over the scarce resources is central to the relationship between the 

determinism and choice; while Dess & Beard, 1984 said that complexity and munificence of 

resources dependencies are distinctive constructs affecting both.  

Munificence: Munificence is measured in terms of scarcity or slack of the resources 

(Andrevski et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2017; Chowdhury & Sheppard, 2013; Dess & Beard, 1984; 

Keats & Hitt, 1985; Lawless & Finch, 1989; Sheppard & Chowdhury, 2020). It is the extent to 

which organizations expand their area of operation in order to obtain the required resources 

(Aldrich, 1979). Quadrant I show low munificence; where resources are scarce. The Hrebiniak 
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and Joyce model (1985) describes it as a market condition where firms have little choices due to 

the competitive forces or market determining the fair return that organizations may achieve. This 

quadrant clearly shows the high control over the resources. Market dictates the prices and firms 

are highly dependent on the resource distribution. This makes the strategic choices to be difficult 

because of the overall resource dependence.  

Market dictates the prices and firms are highly dependent on the resource distribution. 

This makes the strategic choices to be difficult because of the overall resource dependence. 

Therefore, organizations under these circumstances are constrained to make strategic choices and 

they try to exercise and defend their existing strategies (Hrebiniak & Joyce, 1985). Whatever 

choices these firms have primary focus on the means, and different techniques to transform the 

inputs or in other words produce outputs efficiently so as to gain some excessive profits or short 

term competitive advantage (Bain, 1959; Ojha et al., 2018; Prasetya, 2017).  

They do not tend to invest resources in exploring the new avenues and hence it can be 

said that they turn out to exploit their existing resources (Ojha et al., 2018; Prasetya, 2017). They 

consider it better to strengthen their set of existing resources rather than investing in to exploring 

the new resources to compete in the market. It is because the autonomy is at the hands of the 

environment and innovation is at lower end.  

When munificence is higher i.e. resources are in abundance it causes higher strategic 

choices. Firms hence have multiple methods and means of reaching the desired outcomes 

(Hrebiniak & Joyce, 1985). Both the strategic choices and environmental dynamism is high and 

depict the turbulent context for organizational adaptation (Chowdhury & Sheppard, 2013; Emery 

& Trist, 1965; Sheppard & Chowdhury, 2020). Firms can switch between the resources easily and 

enjoy fair autonomy to make their choices. Organizations are highly regulated industries which 

are closely regulated in areas such as capital requirements, product characterization, 

performance, and legal constraints while conducting their business. However, individual choices 

are high considering factors such as market structure, size, multiple methods of achieving the 

desired coals and lowered resource dependency on external resources (Hrebiniak & Joyce, 1985). 

These organizations are capable of following differentiation or focus strategies (Chowdhury & 

Sheppard, 2013; Porter, 1980), within the constrained environment they select the segments or 

niches or pursue effective generic strategies although strong external forces (Berle & Means, 

1932; Miles et al., 1978; Porter, 1980; Sheppard & Chowdhury, 2020;  Snow & Hrebiniak, 

1980). These firms will ultimately engage them in activities towards explorative organizational 

knowledge search as compared to the exploitative knowledge search leading to explorative 

innovation. 

Firms are capable of choosing and defining their domains while environmental influence 

is low (Lawless & Finch, 1989). Considering power as one of the dependencies, firms enjoy 

influence over one another in their task environments (Emerson, 1962; Pfeffer, 1981). Movement 

of these firms between the market segments or niches is not constrained by entrance and exit 

barriers. Lack of dependencies on scarce resources and limited political constraints; 

organizations can enjoy defining, enacting, and affecting their exogenous conditions under which 

they desire to compete (Levine & White, 1961; Rumelt, 1974; Weick, 1979; Snow & Hrebiniak, 

1980). All these conditions enable the firms to be proactive and innovative because of the benign 

environment (Lawrence, 1981) therefore prospectors (Miles et al., 1978) emerge because of the 
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conditions that favor determinism and choice. Hence firms will engage them more in explorative 

organizational knowledge search leading to explorative innovation.           

Then there are circumstances where the firms and the elements in the task environments 

appear to be unable or unwilling to create dependencies hence it can be argued that it is the 

insufficient number of inappropriate mix of internal capabilities that prevent the organizations 

from acting despite the munificence or lack of environmental threat (Hrebiniak & Joyce, 1985). 

Organizations in this context can lead to phenomena such as muddling through: description of 

organizational behavior (Lindblom, 1965; March & Olsen, 1976; Weick, 1979). Another 

explanation is that organizations here have an array of competencies and internal strengths that 

are not appropriate to external conditions and opportunities (Hrebiniak & Joyce, 1985). In case 

strategy formulation is based on the alignment of internal capabilities with external contingencies 

(Chandler, 1962; March, 1981; Hrebiniak & Joyce, 1984), it can be argued that insufficient 

number or inappropriate mix of capabilities prevent the organization from acting, despite 

munificence or lack of environmental threat. Task of organization hence is capabilities 

development or distinctive competencies that are needed to take reasonable advantage of the 

environmental conditions (Quinn, 1980). Such firms then develop few innovations or get 

engaged in no or little proactive behavior and in which distinctive competences or internal 

capabilities are not developed in order to take advantage of benign environment (Miles et al., 

1978; Snow & Hrebiniak, 1980). Rather such firms must act to develop and get benefit from a 

competitive advantage or distinctive competence; for lack of poorer performance relative to 

others that exhibit more aggressive behavior (Porter, 1980). Another explanation is that 

environment is not stable and pushes organization to seek movement to another domain 

(Hrebiniak & Joyce, 1985). Hence these firms engage them in more explorative organizational 

knowledge search than exploitative knowledge search leading to more explorative innovation 

than the exploitative innovation. 

Therefore, organizations falling in Quadrant I are constrained to make strategic choices 

and they try to exercise and defend their existing strategies (Hrebiniak & Joyce, 1985). Whatever 

choices these firms have primary focus on the means, and different techniques to transform the 

inputs or in other words produce outputs efficiently so as to gain some excessive profits or short 

term competitive advantage (Bain, 1959).  

They do not tend to invest resources in exploring the new avenues and hence it can be 

said that they turn out to exploit their existing resources. They consider it better to strengthen 

their set of existing resources rather than investing in to exploring the new resources to compete 

in the market. It is because the autonomy is at the hands of the environment and innovation is at 

lower end. Hence the firms in Quadrant I will be more inclined towards exploiting their existing 

resources, and not in exploring the new ways of doing things.  

H1: Low munificence leads firms towards exploitation of resources and not exploration of resources. 

In Quadrant II and III munificence is higher i.e. resources are in abundance causing 

higher strategic choices.  

Quadrant II represents multiple methods and means of reaching the desired outcomes 

(Hrebiniak & Joyce, 1985). Both the strategic choices and environmental dynamism is high and 
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depict the turbulent context for organizational adaptation (Chowdhury & Sheppard, 2013; Emery 

& Trist, 1965). Firms can switch between the resources easily and enjoy fair autonomy to make 

their choices. The firms in this quadrant come across clear external factors affecting their 

decision making however enjoying choices. Organizations in this Quadrant are highly regulated 

industries which are closely regulated in areas such as capital requirements, product 

characterization, performance, and legal constraints while conducting their business. However, 

individual choices are high considering factors such as market structure, size, multiple methods 

of achieving the desired coals and lowered resource dependency on external resources 

(Hrebiniak & Joyce, 1985). These organizations are capable of following differentiation or focus 

strategies (Chowdhury & Sheppard, 2013; Porter, 1980), within the constrained environment 

they select the segments or niches or pursue effective generic strategies although strong external 

forces (Berle & Means, 1932; Miles et al., 1978; Porter, 1980; Sheppard & Chowdhury, 2020;  

Snow & Hrebiniak, 1980). For instance, Miles & Cameron (1982) discussed how larger 

companies in an industry follow focus and differentiation strategies affecting their market via 

extensive marketing, advertising, and lobbying despite the governmental control, regulations, 

mandatory warnings to consumers. Also it includes the organizations that operate in multiple 

niches having set of distinct constraints, opportunities and competing organizations. A multi 

divisional or a multi products organization with products or a business with little market as well 

as technological relatedness within or between the industries is another example of the scenario 

(Rumelt, 1974; Hrebiniak & Joyce, 1984).  

These firms will ultimately engage them in activities towards explorative organizational 

knowledge search as compared to the exploitative knowledge search leading to explorative 

innovation. 

Similarly in Quadrant III rather than exception, the rulers are control and autonomy 

(Hrebiniak & Joyce, 1985). Firms are capable of choosing and defining their domains while 

environmental influence is low (Lawless & Finch, 1989). Resource dependence is not an issue 

here (Lawrence, 1981). Considering power as one of the dependencies, firms enjoy influence 

over one another in their task environments (Emerson, 1962; Pfeffer, 1981). Movement of these 

firms between the market segments or niches is not constrained by entrance and exit barriers. 

Lack of dependencies on scarce resources and limited political constraints; organizations can 

enjoy defining, enacting, and affecting their exogenous conditions under which they desire to 

compete (Levine & White, 1961; Rumelt, 1974; Weick, 1979; Snow & Hrebiniak, 1980). All 

these conditions enable the firms to be proactive and innovative because of the benign 

environment (Lawrence, 1981) therefore prospectors (Miles et al., 1978) emerge because of the 

conditions that favor determinism and choice.  

Hence firms will engage them more in explorative organizational knowledge search 

leading to explorative innovation.           

In Quadrant IV both the firms and the elements in the task environments appear to be 

unable or unwilling to create dependencies hence it can be argued that it is the insufficient 

number of inappropriate mix of internal capabilities that prevent the organizations from acting 

despite the munificence or lack of environmental threat (Hrebiniak & Joyce, 1985). 

Organizations in this context can lead to phenomena such as muddling through: description of 

organizational behavior (Lindblom, 1965; March & Olsen, 1976; Weick, 1979). Another 
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explanation of Quadrant IV is that organizations in this quadrant have an array of competencies 

and internal strengths that are not appropriate to external conditions and opportunities (Hrebiniak 

& Joyce, 1985). In case strategy formulation is based on the alignment of internal capabilities 

with external contingencies (Chandler, 1962; March, 1981; Hrebiniak & Joyce, 1984), it can be 

argued that insufficient number or inappropriate mix of capabilities prevent the organization 

from acting, despite munificence or lack of environmental threat. Task of organization hence is 

capabilities development or distinctive competencies that are needed to take reasonable 

advantage of the environmental conditions to space the Quadrant IV (Quinn, 1980). Such firms 

then develop few innovations or get engaged in no or little proactive behavior and in which 

distinctive competences or internal capabilities are not developed in order to take advantage of 

benign environment (Miles et al., 1978; Snow & Hrebiniak, 1980). Rather such firms must act to 

develop and get benefit from a competitive advantage or distinctive competence; for lack of 

poorer performance relative to others that exhibit more aggressive behavior (Porter, 1980). 

Another explanation is that Quadrant IV is not stable and pushes organization to seek movement 

to another domain (Hrebiniak & Joyce, 1985).  

Hence these firms engage them in more explorative organizational knowledge search 

than exploitative knowledge search leading to more explorative innovation than the exploitative 

innovation. 

H2: Higher munificence leads firms towards exploration of resources and not exploitation of resources    

Dynamism: Dynamism is a change that is hard to be predicted (Chowdhury & Sheppard, 

2013; Dess & Beard, 1984; Lawless & Finch, 1989; Sheppard & Chowdhry, 2020). In Quadrant I 

the firms are highly dependent on the environment for everything such as resources, pricing etc. 

and hence require well defined responses. The firms consider it better to invest in existing 

competencies rather than spending on developing the new ones.  

In Quadrant III new entrants are attracted by munificence and hence cause enhanced 

dynamism (Aldrich, 1979; Chowdhury & Sheppard, 2013). This once again pushes the firms to 

exploit their existing set of capabilities rather than exploring the new ones.  

H3: Higher dynamism leads firms towards exploitation of resources and not exploration of resources. 

In Quadrant II, in order to reduce the effects of dynamism; the firms segment 

homogenous elements of their external environment (Chowdhury & Sheppard, 2013; March & 

Simon, 1958). They tend to engage in more explorative organizational knowledge search as 

compared to the exploitative knowledge search leading to more explorative innovation and not 

exploitative innovation.  

In Quadrant IV dynamism is low and hence few changes in environment can be felt due 

to weaker connections of the firms (Chowdhury & Sheppard, 2013; Emery & Trist, 1965). 

Therefore, organizations here   

H4: Lower dynamism leads firms towards exploration of resources and not exploitation of resources. 
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Complexity: More an environment is complex; more firms will be dependent on each 

other (Lawless & Finch, 1989). Complexity increases with the increase in the number of 

competitors, supplies, and customers. Complexity is defined as the variety with which a firm 

interacts (Lawless & Finch, 1989). The larger the set of interaction, higher will be the 

complexity, for instance; new product, diversification or market activity (Chandler, 1962; 

Chowdhury & Sheppard, 2013). Moreover, complexity also increases with the increase in 

environmental density (Aldrich, 1979; Hrebiniak & Joyce, 1985). Competing firms which are 

concentrated will have complexity higher in nature as compared to the firms that are dispersed 

(Lawless & Finch, 1989). Aldrich (1979) proposed that increase in structural complexity creates 

the need for the strategic activities.  

Quadrant I have high complexity as firms face similar constraints or price competition 

(Hrebiniak & Joyce, 1985). Such price competitive environment seeks firm to monitor their 

suppliers, competitors, and customers in order to adapt accordingly (Lawless & Finch, 1989). 

Considering the factors, organizations tend to exploit their existing suppliers, and compete the 

rivals and serve the customers. 

In Quadrant IV, internal dependencies of the firm prevent the development of 

relationships outside the firm (Hrebiniak & Joyce, 1989). Few linkages between the firms and 

their environment lead to lower complexity (Lawless & Finch, 1989). Lower complexity enables 

organizations to learn new ways of doing business, and developing their existing products and 

processes, ultimately leading organizations towards explorative learning and not exploitative 

learning.      

H5: Higher complexity leads firms towards exploitation of resources and not exploration of resources. 

In Quadrant II, the environment which is highly constrained increases the complexity yet 

again (Hrebiniak & Joyce, 1985). Environment is highly deterministic and at the same time 

strategic choice for firms is high as well as they can adapt by selecting the niches within the 

environmental constraints (Hrebiniak & Joyce, 1985).  

Organizations are aware of the fact that when they can make their own strategies, they 

have enough room to explore the knowledge and look for new ways of doing work effectively 

rather focusing on the existing organizational knowledge.     

In Quadrant III, there is lower dependency of firms on each other due to flexibility and 

slack resources. Firms decide to change, increase or reduce the linkages by choice. “Hence 

organizational learning is focused more towards exploration rather than exploitation. They 

invest in research and development, innovate their products and so on.” 

H6: Lower complexity leads firms towards exploration of resources and not exploitation of resources. 

Strategic choice: Organizational learning related to strategic choices is significant, to 

understand the fit between the organization, its environment and alignment of internal resources. 

Strategic choice is to choose the strategy to gain competitive advantage and exploit the 

opportunities an organization has (Barney & Hesterly, 2010). The successful organizations are 

the ones that ensure strategy complementing the organizational environment and support the 

strategy with the appropriate management process (Andrews et al., 2008). Organizations keep on 
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fine tuning the strategies, adjusting them and then responding to the unfolding events (Anderson 

& Simester, 2011). Hence, Schumpeter (2015) said that strategic choice is a palate of plans since 

choosing strategy is more complex for any organization that it is used to be. Similarly 

Yamakawa et al. (2011) studied organizational learning approach of information processing and 

strategic choice and discussed the March’s exploitation and exploration applied to the strategic 

options configuration.  

The strategy helps organizations to position them in the competitive and rival 

environment, and the way it uses the limited and varied information interpretation for the 

competitive advantage of the company. It also builds capability of the organization to excel the 

execution as well as to keep the information open and ensure appropriate information sharing. 

Since strategy is an ongoing process, such as to ensure superior achievement in competitive 

environment, it also includes productive activities cross the organizations (Thompson et al., 

2018). Hence, company makes use of fit and alignment to be competitive by learning and adapt 

to the ever changing environment, following the information processing, which requires 

organizations to process external as well as internal information acquisition, interpretation, 

information distribution and retaining the information in to the organizational knowledge. Since 

the information in an organization is collective understanding, therefore organizations need to 

reload how the information is related to the current capabilities of the organization and future 

scenarios as well. Strategic choices followed by organizational learning are about exploiting the 

organization’s best experiences and from others, and also exploring the changing environment of 

the organization.       

Miller (1986) empirically supports four business level strategy types: differentiation, cost 

leadership, asset parsimony, and focus. First one is the differentiation strategies. Differentiation 

is the products and services offerings that are considered unique in the industry and hence reflect 

the differentiation strategies (Porter, 1980; Lawless & Finch, 1989). Miller (1986) proposed two 

varieties of differentiation i.e. innovating differentiations and marketing differentiations. 

Innovating differentiation is when new products and technologies come out putting emphasis on 

research and development (R & D) (Miles et al., 1978; Miller & Friesen, 1984) while marketing 

differentiation focuses on personal promotion, sales, and distribution making larger expenditures 

in all those area (Miller & Friesen, 1984).  

Second ones are the cost leadership strategies with focus on being the lowest cost 

producers in the industry where per unit cost is minimized (Porter, 1980).  

Third ones are the focus strategies designating niches in the industry where the firms look for 

some particular type of customer, geographic concentration or products via cost leader or 

differentiation strategies (Porter, 1980).  

Asset parsimony are the forth type of strategies which look forward to reduce the assets 

per unit of output. These strategies are appropriate for cost leaders working in a stable 

environment or for the differentiators in flexible environments (MacMillan & Hambrick, 1985). 

Following the Hrebiniak & Joyce’s model in the current study, in Quadrant I virtually 

management has no control over the environmental factors causing lowered strategic choice. 

Since organizations cannot influence their market and position in the competitive environment 

they tend to defend their cost of products (Lawless & Finch, 1989; Miles et al., 1978). They 
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simply adapt following the conditions in front of them. “Organizations in these circumstances 

tend to exploit other than exploring new avenues.”  

H7: Lower strategic choice leads firms towards exploitation of resources and not exploration of 

resources. 

In Quadrant II, environment is turbulent and determinism and choice both is high. 

Organizations have wide choices to make, and can develop strategies affecting their overall 

outcomes. At the same time on the other hand, external environment put certain options beyond 

organizational control. Hence organizations adapt by choice keeping within the external 

constraints imposed on them. The organizations then follow the differentiation or focus strategies 

and tend to control their position by focusing on exploring the parts of environment that is in 

their control. In short, organizations in this quadrant move towards more exploration than 

exploitation.   

In Quadrant III, environmental determinism low and strategic choice is high, 

organizations under these circumstances have easy access to the resources and they play openly. 

They adopt differentiation strategies and offer unique products to their niches, after investing in 

research and development, innovating their products. In other words, organizations in this 

quadrant invest in explorative knowledge search to offer explorative innovation to their products.  

In Quadrant IV both the strategic choice and environmental determinism are low. These 

are placid environments where there are threats or constraints to firms. Similarly managerial 

choice is low and organizations exert little emphasis on their positions. They tend to explore the 

options in their environments and tend to find the fit. Hence organizations in this quadrant again 

move towards more exploration through explorative knowledge search rather than exploitation.  

H8: Higher strategic choice leads firms towards exploration of resources and not exploitation of 

resources. 

Explorative and Exploitative Knowledge Search and Firm Performance 

Exploratory knowledge search has been defined as knowledge characterized by 

experimentation, search, variations, risk takings, and flexibility discovery (Almahendra & 

Ambos, 2015; March, 1991; Tian et al., 2020). Exploratory knowledge search leads to 

exploratory learning which has been characterized by various experiences, experimentation, and 

risk taking (Levinthal & March, 1993; Tian et al., 2020). Exploratory learning is also related to 

the acquisition of knowledge (Lane et al., 2006). The competence of exploration is based on the 

resource investment with the aim of gaining new knowledge, skills and processes, facilitating in 

adapting to the environmental changes in long run (March, 1991; Tian et al., 2020). Hence most 

of the organizations adopt the exploratory knowledge search initiating with scanning of the 

organizational environment and recognize the useful resources. This exploratory knowledge 

search process is led exploratory learning to recognize the knowledge and assimilate the acquired 

knowledge (Arbussa & Coenders, 2007). These procedures move towards exploratory innovation 

which constitutes broader content i.e. developing new technologies, new products and new 

services, creating new plans, managerial systems and procedures (Damanpour, 1996; Li et al., 
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2010). Exploratory innovations are radical innovations which have been designed to pursue the 

emerging probabilities (March, 1991; Li et al., 2010). Exploratory innovations tend to gain 

completely new knowledge and to move from existing knowledge (Benner & Tushman, 2002; 

Jansen et al., 2005; Levinthal & March, 1993; Li et al., 2010). Exploratory innovation enhances 

the competitive power in long run and increase the future income (March, 1991; Li et al., 2010).  

Organizations preserve the knowledge for years and use at the time of need (Lane et al., 

2006; Lichtenthaler, 2009). When organizations work in turbulent environment, certain skills 

become temporarily irrelevant in enhancing the organizational performance (Lane et al., 2006). 

This explored and acquired knowledge is preserved in firms until they exploit it when needed.  

In exploitative learning, focus of the firms is to utilize the existing capabilities and 

knowledge in innovation and business processes. This is simply elaboration, reutilization, and 

refinement of the existing experiences of organizations that were when discovered during the 

exploration phase (Holmqvist, 2003; Ojha et al., 2018). Competence of exploitative learning is 

focused on the investment of a firm in refining and extending the existing organizational 

innovation knowledge, processes, and skills (March, 1991; Tian et al., 2020). Exploitative 

learning focuses on synchronization of the market demands and organizational technological 

knowledge in development of goods and services that are based on the previous experiences of 

the firm (Lenox & King, 2004; Rothaermel & Deeds, 2004; Tian et al., 2020). Exploitative 

learning allows the firms to sharpen their existing knowledge and capabilities to innovate the 

products that competes the short term market conditions in a favorable manner (March, 1991).            

Exploitative innovations are basically incremental innovations which have been designed 

to enhance and improve the existing situations (March, 1991; Li et al., 2010). Exploitative 

innovation of the firms enhances the already established designs; broaden the existing skills and 

knowledge, enhance and extend the available product lines, enhance the efficiency of existing 

supply and distribution channels and better services for the existing customers (Benner & 

Tushman, 2003; Li et al., 2010, Jansen et al., 2005). Exploitative innovations are built on 

existing knowledge and tend to refine, reinforce, integrate and enhance it (Benner & Tushman, 

2002; Levinthal & March, 1993; Li et al., 2010). Exploitative innovations enhance the efficiency 

in short term and add to the current income (March, 1991; Li et al., 2010). 

Exploratory innovations and exploitative innovations enhance the firm performance in 

different aspects. Explorative innovations enhance the competitive power in long run adding to 

the future income while exploitative innovations increase the competitive power in short term 

and add to the current income (March, 1991; Li et al., 2010). There are close relations between 

long term as well as short term performance and hence it can be stated that exploratory 

innovations and exploitative innovations positively affect the holistic organizational performance 

(Li et al., 2010). Researches have concluded that firms can build on explorative as well as 

exploitative activities to improve their financial performance (Berraies & Bchini, 2019; Uotila et 

al., 2009).  

Similarly another study found a strong positive link between the explorative and 

exploitative innovation strategies and firm performance (Sanal et al., 2013).  In another study it 

was demonstrated that exploratory innovation predicts firm performance in dynamic 

environment in a positive manner while exploitative innovation positively predicts the financial 

performance in a competitive environment (Jansen et al., 2005). Berraies et al. (2014) concluded 
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the performance of a firm is associated with explorative innovation and exploratory innovation. 

Moreover, in another study Berraies & Hamouda (2018) revealed that exploratory and 

exploitative innovation is strong determinants of a firm’s financial performance. 

This is explained by Schamberger et al. (2013) that firms can improve their financial 

performance in short term via exploiting and refining their existing competencies and knowledge 

while in long term companies rely on exploring new opportunities and learning new knowledge 

because the current skills and knowledge must be renewed in order to meet the customer needs 

as well as environmental changes. In the very same manner Oehmichen et al. (2017) and Millar, 

et al. (2017) stressed that firms need to balance the exploration and exploitation to renew their 

knowledge base (Figure 2). Hence it is hypothesized that: 

H9: Higher determinism and lower choice environment, leads organizations more towards exploitative 

innovation through exploitative knowledge search and positively enhances the firm’s financial and 

strategic performance.   

H10: Lower determinism and higher choice environment, leads organizations move towards explorative 

innovation through explorative knowledge search and positively enhances the firm’s financial and 

strategic performance. 

H11: Higher determinism and high choice environment, leads organizations move more towards 

explorative innovation through explorative knowledge search and positively enhances the firm’s 

financial and strategic performance. 

H12: Low determinism and low choice environment, leads organization move more towards explorative 

innovation through explorative knowledge search and positively enhance the firm’s financial and 

strategic performance. 

 

FIGURE 2 

INTERPLAY BETWEEN EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT AND INTERNAL 

STRATEGIC CHOICE AND MEDIATING ROLE OF ORGANIZATIONAL 

KNOWLEDGE SEARCHES ON FINANCIAL AND STRATEGIC PERFORMANCE. 
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SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 

This research is an attempt to present a theory based on available literature explaining 

contexts and mechanisms through which organizations will know when they should explore and 

when they should exploit. Furthermore, empirical evidence will explain new insights for 

managerial decision making about when they must exploit and explore leading to appropriate 

resource allocation. Understanding the dynamic of balancing the mechanism, better decision to 

prioritize resource allocation and enhance the performance along the exploitation and exploration 

tensions. From academic point of view, this study will try to add valuably for the organizational 

learning theory. 

LIMITATIONS 

This paper is theoretical representation of how organizations interplay between their 

external environment and internal choices. Due to constrained time, presented theory has not 

been tested.  Empirical study must be conducted to test the presented theory in the current paper. 

The study can be based on either based on quantitative or qualitative methodology. Since the 

issue of creating balance between the explorative and exploitative strategies is same in all parts 

of the world, therefore the empirical study based on quantitative or qualitative will be helpful in 

understanding the internal strategic choices of the organizations. 

CONCLUSION 

The current study attempts to present the literature explaining the effects of 

environmental determinism and strategic choices on organizational explorative and exploitative 

knowledge search, and whether the mediation of organizational knowledge search and 

explorative and exploitative innovation increase (decrease) the organizational strategic 

performance/financial performance. Most part of research provides a solid theoretical but 

inconclusive empirical explanation of when organizations must involve them in exploration and 

when these should exploit their resources. 

Moreover, empirical literature of organizational balance of exploration and exploitation is 

insufficient and demands further work on relieving paradoxical exploitation – exploration 

tension. Prior studies on understanding the dynamic balancing mechanism are mostly done 

examining the effects of exploration exploitation balance to be successful in the industry. 

Empirical explanation of when organizations should explore and exploit literature is lacking, 

which will push future studies to analyse the scenarios when organizations should be involved in 

exploration and exploitation. 
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